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Tuition to increase
In a speech given last weekend,
Governor Dixie Lee Ray touched
on a variety of subjects of concern
for Central faculty and students.
Governor Ray addressed students
attending the Council of Representatives and Presidents (CORP)
meeting in Tacoma on .such topics
as tuition increases, collective
bargaining, and current tenure
and faculty evaluation· policies.
She warned students to expect
tuition increases next year because of the rapid increase in
inflation and higher operating
expenses. She pointed out the
state's taxpayers are funding -close
to 85 percent of the cost of ,
education while students account
for only 15 to 18 perc~nt.
Governor Ray said, "How long will
our state legislators and state's
taxpayers allow this to go on? We

must all ask ourselves how much is
enough."
Concerning collective bargaining, Ray stated, "Every time I
hear about this I think of ordinary
workers bargaining 'for higher
wages and better benefits. In the
situation of professors, I feel they
are professionals and I have
always felt that professional
people look upon themselves as
being above the common workers.
If fac·1lty members help set
curriculum and have a voice in the
operation of the college, then they
are really managers and not
employees. Collective bargaining
may be alright if faculty members
are willing to give up those
responsibilities. They can1t have it
both ways."
She also turned her attention to
the discussion of current tenure

policy and faculty evaluation
procedures. Governor Ray said,
_"I'm a strong believer in higher
education..•! have always been led
to believe that teaching was a
profession, especially at the
university level. It is high time
reviewed the current evaluation
and tenure system. The time has
come for some necessary changes."
She continued, "Faculty evaluation is also important as I feel that
faculty members should be evaluated because it is part of the
educational process."
Governor Ray also appealed to
the students to get more·involved
in the governmental processes of
the state. She states, "What we
need in government is people with
the necessary skills and training to
do the best job."
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KCAT: 91.0on
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by Dave Crowe

was even drab green.
In a few months the Bookstore
.In 1958, KCAT started broad- was back in a nice new facility,
casting from a little studio located the La~ area was rebuilt beautiin a house by Hebeler school. It fully, and the radio station was
was piped into the different dorms replaced, with a ·slight twist. The
via a closed circuit cable system. building itself was replaced but
In 1960, the station started the equipment wasn't. There was
idea has merit, but we need the broadcasting into Commons and a mix up on whose responsibility it
was to insure the contents of the
amendment to make it workable ... Sue Lombard dining halls.
building.
So all that vintage
An excerpt taken from the U of
In 1961, the station's call letters equipment was moved over from
W DAILY shows not everyone in
the state legislature is for the bill, were · changed from KCAT to Black Hall. and soon the station
bowe.v.er, Senator Ted Haley KCWS to be more- ~ identifiable ~ was back-operating with -its World
(R-Tacoma) said he is shocked that with the then state college CWSC.
War II relics.
no one on the Senate Judiciary Also, late in 1961, KCWS was :
Then a large transformation
Committee remembered to ack- granted a license to broadcast on took place-the purchasing of a
nowledge the people who can the FM band-at 88.1 on the dial brand new Ramco Research DC
legally use marijuana.
but was soon stopped because it · MS controlboard. Yes, it's as
- He said he would introduce his interfered with the local TV signal. impressive as it sounds. It was
own amendment to recognize
heat sensitive switches arid LED
glaucoma and cancer chemoIn 1966. a satire on freshman life level indicators, and other modern
therapy patients who are allowed called "Little Fanny Frosh" was innovations. Soon to follow was a
to use marijuana for treatment
started. It took hold and in 1967 Technic ~500 reel to reel, and two
under a law passed last session.
He also said he has talked to won a Broadcast Media Award for Technic SL 1500 MKZ .turntables,
lawyers who said the bill is outstanding creativity at a Broad- which also added to the station's
unenforcable. "Why waste the cast Industry Conference in San sound quality.
Thent in 1978, in keeping with
taxpayer's money on garbage Francisco.
In 1976, the station had nice Central's transformation from a
· legislation."
equipment, but later that year the State college to a University
SUB Lair area, where the station KCWS changed its call letters
was located, burned. The entire back to KCAT.
area, including the Bookstore and ·
This is the first installment in a
the radio station was destroyed.
six part series. In the next edition
The Boo)cstore moved to Boullion we'll_get an idea of some of the
wh_ich hadn't been renovated then, more recent changes and talk with
and the radio station moved to the station manager. Yattie Butts .
second floor of Black Hall. There about the perils and/or nightthe station operated on some very mares of station management. In
dated and tempermental equip- future editions we'll reveal some of
ment.
The equipment was the more famous jo~ks who have
gathered here and there, much of worked at the station and are
it being donated by commercial now working around the state and
stations around the area. The elsewhere in broadcasting. We'll
radio board looked like it came out also talk with others involved with
of an Audie Murphy war film-it KCAT.
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Bonghuyingtohehanned?
Will possession of a bong or a a pipe used to smoke tobacco and
roach clip soon become a criminal one used to smoke pot?
offense? It could happen if Senate
·
There has been an amendment
Bill 2174 is passed.
As reported in the University. of added to the bill by Senator Sam
Washington's DAILY: the bill, - Guess (R-Spokane) that would
now under consideration by the require drug-related parapherSenate, would make it illegal to nalia be sold in a room separate
sell or possess any drug-related from other merchandise which
paraphernalia. Enforcement of would be off-limits to anyone
such a bill is questionable, under 18 unless accompanied by a
A gross
however. because it requires proof parent or guardian.
the paraphernalia is being sold misdemeanor charge would be
with the specific intent to use it for leyeled against any employee
illegal purposes.
allowing a minor into thJs room
Definition of "drug-related" without the proper attendance.
paraphernalia is also a problem.
In favor of the bill is Senator
An attempt to solve this problem
is made by directly listing the R.H. Lewis (R-Spokane) who is
items in the bill. This poses a supporting the. original bill plus
difficult question because who is to the '" separate room" amendment.
determine the difference. between As he stated in the DAILY, "The

Internships at U.N.
Everyone, at one time or another has heard
the bells of Central ringing in the distance and
tolling forth the hours. Few, though, know where
they are, and how they work.
The bells, located on top of Central's SUB,
operate on the clock system.· Every hour on. the
hour from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m., the chimes ring. And
on the half hour bell--songs are played. Since the
bells are electronically operated, the songs are
recorded on cylinders much like those used for
Grandma's player piano. The tones are produced
from the perforations OD the roll.

Although the bells are automatic, there is room
for the human touch. Anybody on campus can
arrange with the SUB management to come up and
play their favority songs on an organ type
instrument panel attached to the bells.
The bells have heard from loudspeakers on the
roof of the SUB since 1956. The control panel is
located in the SUB, Room 119 [the office of the
Assisyuit Director of the SUB]. Thsoe wishing to
ring Central's chimes should make arrangements
with Carol Davison, Central's Assistant Director of
Recreation.

As in previous years, the United
Nations D~partm~nt of Public
Information will conduct a Graduate Student Intern Program at
UN Headquarters, New York, for
four weeks during June 23 to July
18. and a Graduate Study Program
at the United Nations Office in
Geneva, from July 14 to July 31.
The Geneva Program will focus
this year on the work of the United
Nations with special emphasis· on
new energy sources. The aim of
these programs is to provide an
opportunity for an international
group of young outstanding
graduate students to deepen their

understanding of the principles,
purposes and activities of the UN
and its related agencies through
first hand observation and study.
The UN cannot pay any stipend
whatsoever to the interns. Travel
costs, travel arrangements. and
living accommodations are also the
responsibility of the students
and/or their sponsoring institutions or governments. Applications can be obtained in the
Co-op/Intern Office. Barge . 307.
Closing date for receipt of
applications is March 5 for the
New YorL program and April 15
for the Geneva program.
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Happeiiings Fiddler origina.:[s ·.. :· ··
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Thursday, February 21 ·
h~ll,'_, 8

Recital, Jerry Lueddeus, Hertz recital
~ ~ ~> .... ~

p.m.

'

Native American Students Club, SUB Room 210, 7 p.m.

"".N

..Marketing Club meeting, .StJB,
Room 204-205, 7.. p.m.
.. ....
Campus Crusade for - Christ, SUB Room 214, 6:45 p.m.
·!
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:J·, . ~:t•
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ASC Movie, FGul 'Play, SUB' Ttteatre, 3, -7, and ~:30, p.m.
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Playhouse
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;helen McCabe sympo.~jum, ~10 p.m., :SpB
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iCentral Women's Swim_.:feetm regfonals, Ashland Oregon.
Girls State A Basketball Tournament, Nicholson Pavilion, all
day.
Central Men's Swim Team meet, University of Washington

Friday, February 22
Helen McCabe symposium, 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., SUB
Deadline: nominations of Central Alimni Association 1980
Distinguished Teaching and Distinguished Alumnus Awards
Fiddler on the Roof, 8 p.m., Threepenny

"Theatre costumes build illuKathy McElfresh, costume de- plans and theme for the play. You
signer for the Central drama then go home and think and sion," she explained. "They're
meant to be strictly functional.
production Fiddler On The ROof, work...a lot.'' McElfresh said.
McElfresh produced sketches by Beyond a distance of two feet, the
which started yesterday, flunked
out of a high· .school sewing class using ideas from previous Fid- audi&nce can't see the alterations.
despite the asset of a mother who dler costumes and her own $ they-s~e is the general mood of
designed for the. Tournament of imagination, for the male lead, and the gJ(meD.t."
~·
Roses Parade.
several principal female roles in
McE~'Sh feels that a costume
"I guess I just didn't have the the Central production.
Male
time or the patience to devote to character costumes are available destgn~~.;Ihu.st have the ability to
the class," smµes McElfresh, a from the large stock in the "row w1.th the flow," because there
senior maj<?.r ing in Technical costume shop and most of the are ',constant last-minute changes
Drama and Children's Theatre.
female costumes are being sewn in costum.e needs.
.. "They told me I would ,!\ever learn by students in the Central home
to sew, and I didn't try again until . economics department.
"Fiddler On The Roof' will be
I came to Central."
,
· Working with a tight budget, presented .in the Threepenny
Coming from a family of tailors McElfresh said she hasn't the time • Playhouse on campus at 8 p.m.
McElfresh graduated .from San or money to design costumes for Reh. 22, 23, 27, 28, 29 and
Gabriel High School. She has lived each character, and she does what March 1. Tickets are available at
in Ellensburg for the past six she calls 'meatball' styling-taking the SUB ·Information Booth and
years.
apart old costumes and rebuilding the Ellensburg Daily Record, $4
McElfresh experienced first- them into completely new ones.
:> iult and $2 student admission.
hand activity in Central's costume
shop as a helper on her first play
The Taming of the Shrew. ,
Other plays she has built and
designed for include The MatchInner-tubing. The very word ones, Ms. Stevens adds, and if it's
maker, King Lear and Rumplestiltskin. She is currently doing sends visions of childhood racing cold enough to be sticky, use some
the fiddler for academic credit. · through the brain. Cold slopes, spray-on vegetable oil on the tube.
cold noses, the bounce-and-squish The best conditions are just after a
credit.
thaw-and-freeze. The best areas,
"You need a good idea of flat of the rubber doughnut, and the
she says are Joe Watt Canyon,
heart-stopping
vision
of
treepatterns, fabric design aild even a
trunks flickering past in a Blewett Pass, Swauk Pass, and
history background," McElfresh
Lion Rock.
fir-scented blur.
explained as she cut and tacked a
It's still popular, especially on
dancer costume to match her campus, according to Sally Ste· Not many people have _gotten
"mental" sketch of the pattern.
vens of the Tent 'n Tube. She says hurt this year, but that doesn't
"The history lets you get the feel the best way to manuever a tube mean it's not dangerous. "If there
of the costume period, what the (for those who haven't ever and are a lot of trees in the area, it's
people were like and what they would like to) is to lay on it, facing not very safe. When the weather
did," she said.
downhill. It looks the most starts cooling off, watch out. An
dangerous, she says, but is the especially dangerous time is when
Costume designers work closely easiest to roll off of it you have to. rocks are exposed, like at the
~ith play directors, as does
Sitting on the tube just doesn't beginning and end of the season.
McElfresh with Fiddler Director give as much control, and it's A rock buried three inches under
Richard Leinaweaver.
"The harder to see the course.
the snow will not provide a soft
Icy conditions are the faster landing area."
director gives you his ideas, color

Playho~se

Big Band Dance, SUB Ballroom, 8 p.m.
Girls State A Basketball Tournament, Nicholson Pavilion, all
da)'
Central Women's Swim team at regional, Ashland Oregon
Cental Wrestling NAIA District I and II Tournament, Salem
Oregon

Time totuhe!

The Great Yamaha Amplifier
Tuner & Tape Deck Sale ! !

Saturday, February 23
Bob Seng Thesis Show, in Art department gallery, 8 a.m. to 5
p.m.
Men's Wrestling NAIA District I and II Tournament, Salem, ·
Oregon

Yamaha has just announced major
pricereducti,ans arid Stereocraft
is passing the savings on 1o you !

Men's Swimming North Pacific U and College Championships

Integrated Amps

Central Women's Swim Team, regionals, Ashland, Oregon

reg.

CA-410 II
CA-610 II
CA-810

Sunday, February 24
Central Christian Fellowship, Grupe, 10 a.m.

·s ale

$250.00
300.00

$195.00
250.00

430.00

380.00
- - - - - - - - - - - - -· 1

Tuners

Classis Film Series, Cousin, Cousine, Hertz Hall 7 p.m.

YAMAHA CA- 610ll
,!- - - - -

Monday, February 25
Curbstone, SUB Pit, noon

'.

Circle K meeting, SUB 204-205, 6 p.m.

Tuesday, February 26

CT-410 II
CT-610 II
CT- 810
CT-101 o

$185.00
225:00
285.00
385. 00

"$165.00
200.00
235. 00
29500

$240.00
-320.00
\
ffi0.00

. . . --

,. Ii :.

! _~!~

$199.95
299.95
499.95

ASSE .meeting, L Hogue, Room 211, 6:30
p.m.
•
YAMAHATC-320

Central Women's Basketball vs. Seattle Pacific University at
5:15
p.m.

~YAMAHA

Wednesday, F.eb,ruary 27

GPEN
Papa John'.s Coffee House, (.SUB Pit, 8 p.m.
Fiddler

o~.

the J;toof, Threepenney_Playhouse, 8 p.m.

ELLENSBURG, WA 98926
408 North Purl
982-2830

--,

g~~~~:,-"-;~~;~~-~-C,>-~ ···~.~: ~ ::~~-;~:: _~ ~:~~~-~~-~-,~:~

YAMAHA CT -61011

Ca9iette Decks
TC.320
lC-520
~ TC-920 B

-----

MON. - SAT.
l 0:30 - 5:30

\

.... .....
;

e •• en.·

ed in a ''Jugle-a-thon,.. whieh was Seattle fcw a eompali7 tbat makes
a fund-railer for Cerebral Pals7.
and markets jugllng ·equipment,
fair-haired freshman attendin1 · Graham saicl his ..-i fun job. shows the "Steps involved in
.
Central. As he makes this offhand thou1h wapaid. was giving free jaa)ing.
A ntident of Beek Hall on
statement he is impressively juggling lnlons to people •aitint
juggling three elubl in the air, and in line for the Kin1 Tut exhillitioa ampua. (;rallam_ ._ jiven jag· ·
sling ....._ to .friends ha his.
for variet1, oeeuionaUJ bllaneing at the Seattle Center in 1978.
..It was teiTifie! I met people dormitery wl oeeUioaaBy ,.._.
one OD his DOM. .
.
.
·..when I rant began jugling 1· from all over the eoantl'J and bad a tiees in the SUB.
used homemade dubs, 7et · people lot fun," exelaims Gra...., alao " He .h u a 1a--.. eanl wh.icll
' 11i11s him u a ·prele11hnal jualiag ·
would atop and aiare and be totaU7 eonaiclen himself lh1.
Graham has ai.o made a movie, ~. bat fer
main part.:
amazed," recalls Graham wllo has
been jualin1 for aboQt .t hree entitled ..Jualin1 . Leuon... Tbe Graham ill eoatent just juulinJ ,
mm. sllOt outside Pike Market in books and dusn.
.
1ears.
••1 really didn't think it wu
something l eould do very well,"
. ~raham laughs._~~t l pleked up .
three walnuts .at a .P.~k. later and
was juggling- in a little more th~n
ten minutes."
.
Graham has gl-aduated form
walnut juggling and now intersperses jokes, magic and made
balloon animals with juggling
clubs, rings, balls and cigar boxes
to.
in his stage performances. Graham
states that magic and balloonwat~rbed,
making help when he performs
. before little children, because ·
their attention span is so short and
·-they expect jugglers to·be magic.al.
"Cigar boxes are the most
difficult to master, and I've
recently begun . juggling them to
~off
music," elaborates Graham who
picls up a lot of tricks from others
in teh trade.
Graham would be the first to say
that he's never held 'a real
juggling job' although his performing has racked up press coverage
in the Seattle Times and his
hometown paper, The Journal
American. He has also appeared
on almost every television channel
in the Northwest.
~
~
Soon to juggle · at a Grand
Opening for a Seattle Burger King
store, Graham has also participat-

· ..People _are easily impresled."
states Tim Graham, a .aender,

E>

t•

If you've always

hesitated
bµy that
special
,· .
don't hesitate .' 1µ1y .
·_. longer. Feb. 21st, ·2 2nd, 23rd
The Music Nut is offering
.
any waterhed · .
~ available.
off all

m

~t.,\C _~I/ accessories ••• sheets,

~

VIOLA-Tim Graham, has been practicing the art of juggling for
nearly two years now since his graduation from high school in 1978.

_.~:..

~ ~")

pads, heaters, etc.

~
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718E.8th
In The Plaza
925-NUTS

Study in

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
IN 'COOPERATION WITH THE
INSTITUTO CULTURAL TENOCHTITLAN
IS OFFERING A LIBERAL ARTS PROGRAM IN
MORELIA, MEXICO .
•

'. ·
COURSES INCLUDE:
INTENSIVE SPANISH • LITERATURE • HISTORY & MUCH MORE.
APPµCATIONS ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED FOR SPRING, SUMMER AND FALL QUARTERS.

CONTACT YOUR FOREIGN STUDY OFFICE TODAYI

963-3612

Office of International Programs, Barge 'Half
Central Washington University, Ellensburg, WA 98926

INSlTIUTO
CULTURAL
TENOCHlTilAN

~~

. :C

&
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Do Soriets owe us 8 favor.?

!. ''

by Bob Jlatenon
Wilen Soviet troope bivad9d currenc7 printing plates with militarJ vietories : b7 Ameriaa
Afghanimtan, and its Mu1lim which . they could print U.S. drafteel. ia not diminithed by the
leader wu ezeeuted, it looked u
currency at will?
politieal si•••-wa1 of th. . areas
though the Soviet Uni~n was
Would there have been a Soviet to the Soviet eommuniatl. It ia
finally, although inadvertently, apaee/miaile program without the also not dulled by a ..news media"
doing ua a favor. The executed allocation of captured German ·which reports perfect victories
Muslim leader, llafizullah Amin. scientists to develop it? Or would such u the "Tet Offensive" ·as
although lmtalled a few months they have developed their present defeats.
earlier by .the Soviet Union, had space specialty of orbiting corpses.
For 70 years the United Statel
also been loyal to the Ayatollah now that the German aeientilts has been nuraing this product of an
o1 1ran.
have died?
· international banker's imaginaThe Soviet troops were .actUally
Would the Soviet Union survive tion. France and Germany were
headed toward our people being economically it it did not enjoy destroyed in giving it birth. Great
. held hostage in Iran. If they had "most favored nation" status when Britain died nursing it. We are
invaded Iran or even shook the the grain, computer, fertilizer, being drained now.
country enough by threat of chrome, etc., give-a-ways are
Freeing the hostages is the least .
invasion. the hoetages would be arranged?
'
the Soviet Union ean do in return
out of the grip of the Ayatollah
Would the Soviet Union have 4 for its birth, safety and sustinanc:e.
Khomeini.
_
been able to survive the Chinese The duty of arranging the Soviet
No draft talk would be possible Communist invasion efforts o\fer intervention in behalf of the·
• if the U.S. ltosta«es in Iran were the past twenty years without the United States hostages exactly
freed. But what did happen? The United States "police actions" into . belo~(! t_C! those wbO. have ·so
Soviet troops were held at tne Korea, Viet Nam- etc.?- - Where ·easily arranged for Soviet inIranian border. Not even this once would Soviet boundaries of · in- fluence to follow on the victories of
did the Soviet rulers see fit to help · fluence be without the United U.S. draftees in WW Il and wars
the United States out of a States victories over the Chinese since.
predicament after· all the United Communists in Korea and Viet · There is no need for .a draft.
States has done for the Soviet Nam?
The brilliance of these
Union.
Since 1917 the United States has ·
been more than pulling the
Soviet's chestnuts out of the fire.
The Soviet revolution was given
birth by the United States Federal
·Reserve Bank loan of $48 million to
·the 1917 Bolsheviks. With it they
outfitted the Red Army of Leon by Lawrence Breer
Bronstein (alias Trotsky), and paid
the civil servants. That meant
We have seen the rise and fall of
they were the government.
western.journalism in the MiddleWoUJ.d the Soviet Union have East. The Associated Press has
survived without the United said that the . press is to ·
States declaration of war on governmental corruption the way
Germany? The Nazis had so a barking dog is to a chicken theit
The oppressor cannot long stand
· defeated the Reel Army by 1941
that· Hitler reduced aircraft and intelligent observation. ·we can
tank production to pre-war rates. guess that the presence of
Tbe Franklin Roosevelt govern- newsmen first in Iran and now in
ment, in .using ,American draftee• \fgb&Distan is too m_uch of a
to open a second front against JreUure point for thoee pvernGermaay, saved the Moscow uents. Tot.alarianism cloea not
dict&tonllip. .
.
.
Douriab ~ ·t he m'41st of a fl:ee..
"' WoUld ~have been a Soviet exehup of informatioL The
~.eeoJaOlllJ .... World War . U if Iranians aad AfPuiatua ha~ _

Weasel words

nomew

What would
you do?

by Scott Mueggler
At last, my own boxed column. Bought and paid for with .many
nights of grief and frustration, all the sort of . which helps to ·
compose this paper. To think that I did it on ·my own volition.
"Weasel words.'' as distinguished &om "weasel words," is a
possessive, rather than explanative note. · Weasel words lower
case, denotes words and statements such as "this statement is now _
ii.operative," which is short for saying wltat was said·is ~o longer
applicable, i,e. "true." Or statements and words "categorically"
besmirched. Sort of like this, and previous columns of mine.
Believe them in the context of your knowledge of my subject.
Weasel words, whatever they are, have little relevance to my
topic today. Ignore even the picture ofthe idiot over this column.
The present topic is not funny.
.
A realization has dawned on the CRIER and many others in our
hospitable community: Ellensburg and the surrounding area is not
simply the · home of a vast colle~tion of farmers, students,
cowpersons, and eccentrics. It is home to some members of the Ku
Klux Klan.
Low in number, low in profile, and clear in their voice for
peaceful co-existence, the Klan has come forward. The CRIER has
also taped an interview with them, three members in all, two of ·
which .were from out of town.
.
The Klansmen, made in certain terms~ their intentions to
organize and live in this area. They advocate and have at their
disposal, every legal means to handle their activities and often
resulting complications. Anyone committing acts of violence or
harrassment in the Klan's name would also find his name on a
docket: Racial education and peaceful co-existence are, as we were
told, their modus operandi.
·
The interview, which has been transcribed and scrutinized by
our staff, is not being run this week. In fact, we.may never print it. i
We haven'i.come to the eonc.lusion that publishing it will do no!'
harm. Too many of our staff and advisory personnel cautio._
against it. ,
·
I
-We'd ·like to ·pr.int. hoping that the resulting eff~ will be I
poaiti_\le. . But ., d~ we?
,
·
· "
1

•. ;'

"
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Em...., •.

. " la . . ligllt of au ta.at. we have
rmelle4 • c:ue . of illtenatinaal '

· :·:)het .._.. Dot beea pen nev•-t.

....-.,· ,1'e,.&aaiaQa· will -

-·' ~ Lend:Leue. ... U.S.

free tlae embulJ' ,....._i utU

. Dear' Editer:

•Double Burger •
2 patties
Deluxe

THURSDAY

•Bacon 'Burger •
Bacon cheese , patties J,)eluxe

FRIDAY

•Ham & cheese• ·
Ham cheese pattie Deluxe

SATURDAY
Bun

•Ghili burger · •
onions
pat'tie · chili

SUNDAY

"Our business is

going place$"

• 'Burger Deluxe '
pattie
Deluxe

Buy one burger & get
.the second·one ~ price
. Deluxe: dressing, lettuce, tomato, pickle .

434 North s·p rague
Ellensburg
Phone 925-6961

·r

Remember Kent State? What a
nationwide wave of campus
protests that caused. The ~aily :
news reports conveyed a sense of
turmoil bordering on insurrection.
Hundreds of college campuses
went through a paroxysm of rage,
riot, and arson. By the end of the
first week after the killings, 450
colleges and universities were
closed by student or faculty
strikes. Before the month was
over, the National Guard had been
called out twenty-four times at
twenty-one campuses in sixteen
states.
On November 15, 1969, ;125,000
people met to yell "peace' 1 in San
Francisco while some 250,000
people met in _washi~gton, D.C.

:

From January 1, 1968 to
january 18, 1969 14,958 American
men were killed in Vietnam, and
95, 798 wounded.
I am against the draft because it
promotes conventional non-nuclear wars such as Vietnam. And
because conventional war kills
young Americans.
Ron Weigelt
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,..:.hecause-:..·fi.e believed CWU's ac'~uiri~g 'o f ·full ~·authority by ganizations as well as direct court garoo court" phrase itself, and the
...
·<~ • procedu~~~re badly flawed, not administrative managers-a drive, tests.. Consequently, CWU at all ·' .wh~le paragraph is very-much out
·,,.. · ·
In February last ye~tl. visited a necessal'ify the people who would ~ whkh, ·should it succeed, will levels~faculty and students., admi- of. context . .; .
noted legal scholar at the U.W., be carrying them out.
While · fundamentally undermine the na- . nistration and trustees-must.
It is saddening _that the Crier
Professor Arval Morris, a re- neither agreeing nor disagreeing ture of tlle university as we have , ~urrently ~xamine, · where · it is · seemingly can find no .other way to
going as a university community, ., assert its~. claims : to: ·be a . t~teal"
cognized specialist on education at the time, I have subsequently known it.'
law.
After scrutinizing the been in a unique position to
This "'managerial revolution" · or it will assuredly confirm its :own · journal exceptA; by stand'ing
procedures for the dismissal of a observe the workings of this ' has con,sequences in many direc-· ' growing isolation from· the univer- behind" (Feb.
what 'is ·mostly
garble. Those who presently write
tenur~.d professor contained in machinery.
\ ·~ .
tions, stemming from a case such sity world. ·:
Central's -·Faculty · Code, ·he re- - What . has been graphicallY: as mine. First, these Code
At my January 22 press' '. for · the Crier mi~ht '_ be better
marked; rattier off-handedly, "I shown through the proceedings in. processes-which may thereby conference 'and elsewhere, I have advised to establisp t~eir ~rfden
think you have a kangaroo court my case is that CWU has Faculty prove their usefulness as control made some attempt to point · tials among their ' read'ers, stuhere, b,µt it may be the . best. one Code procedures which can be devices-are utilized to oust a beyond the myriad details-to dent~ and faculty alike, '' through
you caii get under the circum- effectively manipulated by an professor (disliked by the admini-- where we·· are going if processes ~reful att~ntion to. a<;curacy, b~sic
stances."
. administrative establishment to stration) from a tenured · position like thes~ . o_y~whelm us. . The fairn·e ss of approach, ·and ~sser1;ion
This · is . the origin of the achieve virt1,1ally any result, good for activities (such as professional original Crier· article . entitled of. genuine 1 in,pe,Pen~eq.e~ oL,out"kangaroo eourt" statemeQt attri- or bad, desired by key administra- .travel} universally . viewed as "Kangaroo Court" (Jan. · 24), the look."' '
buted to me (CRIER, Jan. 24); and tors. Thus, the Faculty Grievance beneficial within the academic writer included much information,
Charles Stastny, Ph. _D.
it is pertinent to note that this. Committee as well as the Board of · community. Basically, the case but seemingly became a bit lost in ·
conversation occurred prior to any Trustees are themselves, ulti- against me, except ·as it was the complexities. Curiously, the
proceedings in my case. · Ob- . mately, victims of a kind of hooked onto highly questionable Faculty' Code ·is nof once menviously, Professor Morris was not managerial take~over. Without Code provisions, would otherwise tioned, even though it is integral
referring to any particular in- being too grandiose about it, what be nonexistent; Now these Code to all of the aspects of the case.
dividuals or groups of persons, but we see at work here is part of a provisions, so alien to the This omission tends to color the
rather to the nature of certain still unclear trend in various parts academic community, ar~ to face whole of the article and one's
processes. He chose this language of the country toward the examination by professional or- understanding of what the issues
are all about. This is particularly
true of , the final paragraph,
containing the "it is a kangaroo
court" reference. (No one can tell
what "it" refers to:) The simple
truth is that the quote is
inaccurate {as already explained),
with the exception of the "kanHowever, after all the hearings the law to fill the way they see fit.
Dear Editor:
and proceedings of the Stastny Undefined terms of law in the
case, the Faculty Code is still . Faculty Code is a potential danger
Now that the Stastny case is dangerously vague, which makes to all professors who must adhere
closed as
far as Central it a possible threat to other to the code.
Washington University is con- Central professors.
Is. insubordination a catch-all
Although the Faculty Code lists term for the administration to use
cerned, with the results being
... '·'
Stastny's termination by the grounds for termination, it does against professors who rock their
Board of Trustees. One must not define them. Granted some of boat of authority?
wonder what this will mean to the terms are self-expla;natory, for
It's no wonder the faculty, at
other ·. tenured professors at instance; "Convicti9n of a felony; Central went to court to fight the
Central.
Abandonment .of position; . Abet- ratification of the present Faculty
We know that Stastny was ting or participating in any Code. _,
·.
,,
terminated on charges of insub- unlawful act of violence." ·
The failure of the Stastny case
ordination, willful violation of
But what constitutes insubordi- to bring about clear definition to
;:_
~ ~
~
university rules and gross miscon- nati~n or gross misconduct? T.Pe th'e ~ode's terminafion charges, ..
-~r~-!•"::.r
;i.. s;J\i.i-.. ~ -r.f;-:."
!•'
•.•.
~{n1~·--·"(~l p~.; ~ ~£ ' ~:~:~:~:
duct . .~ All · of ~these .charges .are failu~e o.f de.finition n these h.a~· teft th~..faculty the lose!"' once ', ~i);
......
listed in the Faculty , Code as ter.mmatJ.On terms, le.aves the " ·agaii?."
> ·1 .f
-' .. ~
'·
•·•••·••
· .,
grounds ~or terminat!on. · ''i
administration ~ with lo0pholes1l in .-., ., ~~ > ·._'. · : DaVid ChtisWpl.ler
:(: ~ ..
''··-·
: -·~1
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Arts atid-E ntertain1nent
Review

Mazel-tov, 1nazel-tov, Tzeitel

FIDDLER ON THE ROOF-Dr. Herbert Byrd
performs as the fiddler in Central's production of

the play. Fiddler, which took to the stage
yesterday, will continue for seven performances.

provide more for his family. Whenhe has to pull his milk cart, a job _
by Lawrence Breer
usually done by his horse, he
lectures God on his unkindness.
If you're into musicals complete "With your help I'm starving to
with mandolin, flutes, clarinets, death," says Tevye.
coronets arid piccol~and With a
But the play does not have a
depiction · of a devout Russian- somber tone. The attitude of the
Jewish village-and ghosts-and villagers is of persistence and a
threats from the Czar. you'll love -belief that "this too will pass."
Fiddler On the Roof.
Golde, Tevye's wife (Sandra
The Central drama department Cade) is convinced that their
has bested itself with a production oldest daughter Tzeitel· must
that will have you laughing, crying marry Lazar Wolf (Len Williams)
and wondering about the Lord's the butcher, because Yenta the
chosen people.
matchmaker has proposed the
The play is taken from the couple wed. Tzeitel (Joe Brunty)
· writings of Sholom Aleichem, a doesn't love the butcher and wants
popular author in the Yiddish vein. to marry Motel the Tailor (Mike
Josevh Stein wrote the stage-play. Ritchie). By the time Tevye has
The scene is Anatevka, a village used 8: weird dream to convince ·
of Jewish people within the Golde that Tzeitel and Motel are
boundaries of Russia.
The really meant for each other, yoJI'll
villager's everyday, traditional life be sobbing into your prayer shawl.
is amplified only now and then ·by
There is beautiful music and lots
news from the outside world and of dancing in Fiddler On The Roof.
from such faraway and mystical Brian Thompson's strong, rich
places as Moscow. They are truly voice will raise the joy in your
locked into the reverent and heart when Tevye sings "If I Were
commonplace events of tradition. A Rich Man.'' Shelley Byrd as
Tradition is to be broken. Hodel and Tracy Goedecke as
though, as a new verson comes to Chava will have you loving all five ,
Anatevka in the form of Perchik of Tevye's daughters.
Fiddler On The Roof opened
(Steve ·skonord). He is a teacher
who strikes a deal with Tevye the Feb. 20 at 8 p.m. · in the
milkman, to teach Tevye's five Threepenny Playhouse in Barge
daughters lessons in exchange for Hall and will continue for seven
food.
performances.
When the lights go down and
Tevye is satisfied with the new
teacher and sees knowledge the music comes up, you'll be
blooming in his daughters. But ·surprised to see there really is a
Tevye is unhappy that he cannot :fiddler on the roof. ·

Athletics
Academic Standing
Joint Student Fees
Bookstore Committee
Undergraduate Council
Graduate Council
Energy Conservation ·Advisory Board
Long Range Planning
··
~

We're accepting applications from ~yone interested in applying for
BOD position no. 1. This person will he appointed for 2 quarters, effective
Spring & SummerQuarters 1980.

· For both BOD positions & the on campus committees, apply in the ASC office.
Deadline is March 7. Contact Sharon Deibert for further .information at 963-1691.

·
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Books

~ New SF, fantasy hooks on ntarket

· With Spring break coming up, {">:.\
.ix•~F.1.m ,
students who enjoy Science
. Al'l"Aotl=~=~~~\.\IHF.K
RO.AJ)jL~
'Fiction and woy)d like to read
mething other than a textbook,
· - - -may find some of the new SF
- books a welcome diversion.
· ROADMARKS by Roger Zelazny Ballantine/Del Rey Books
The · Road runs from the
.unimaginable past to the far future
and those who travel it have
_ access to the .turn-offs leading to
all times and places-even to the
lternate timestreams of histories
that never happened.
Red Dorakeen has been traveling the road forever. A long, long
-ime ago, he walked it as an old
man. Now, much younger, he's
.driving his beat-up blue Dodge
pick-up, running guns to the
reeks fighting Persian invaders·
at ancient Marathon. But someone
has put O\!t a contract on Red,
~iring strange assassins-from a
lethal monk to a tyrannosaurusto pursue Red wherever the Road
may take him.
The author of 18 novels and four
short-story collections, Roger Zel.azny is a three-time winner of the
coveted Hugo Award and has
l eceived the Science Fiction
Writers Nebula Award on three
occasions. His best-known books
are Lord of Light, Doorways in the
and and his five-volume Amber
Series.

Tarr.an feature which appears in
more than 400 newspapers around
the world.
John Jakes began writing in
1951, and has published 55 novels
in . the areas of science fiction,
history and adventure. He is best
known as the author of the Kent
Family Chronicles.

Ileading Science Fiction writers in

THE FOUNTAINS OF PARA\DISE by Arthur C. Clarke
Balhmthie/Del Rey Books

EXCALIBUR! by Gil Kane and
John Jakes - Dell Books
Excalibur! traces the life of
King Arthur, from his tutelage
under Merlin the Wizard, to his
freeing of Excalibur, the sword in
the stone, and his rise to power as
High King of Britain. Excalibur!
is loaded with tales of heroic swc>rd
fights and memorable Medieval
romances.
Gil Kane, an active illustrator
and writer since 1946, is the
creator of the syndicated comic
strip Star Hawks and the
newspaper artist for the Sunday

vision during the space shots.

: tlie world today. His books have
·sold millions and garnered all
: major book awards. Clarke, who

The Fountains of Paradise is the
gripping story of man's most
·daring reach for the stars.
Vannevar Morgan is an engineer
obsessed with creating a tangible
link from our . world to outer
space-an "elevator" stretching
.from Earth to an orbiting satelite.
The only possible site is Sri Kanda,
the Sacred mountain, the ·holiest
plac~ ·in the ancient land of
Taprobane.
Centuries before, the mad King •
Kalidasa had fought the monks of
Sri Kanda to create his own vision
of glory-and paid with his life. ·
Now Morgan faces the same lives in Sri Lanka (Ceylon), has
struggle ... and perhaps the same been a strong supporter of the
space program and a frequent
fate.
Arthur C. Clarke is one of the commentator on network tele-

DELL BOOKS offers new SF
Dell's 1980 Science Fiction is
heightened by the publication of
three Science Fiction specials.
Coming this month is Stardance
by Spider and Jeanne Robinson. It
is the story of Shara Drumond, a
dancer who develops zero-gravity
dancing to conquer her worst
adversary-the earth's pull.
Although Shara is hurtled to an
untimely death, she becomes a
symbol of hope and ultimate
triumph for those who retain and
nurse her memory.
In July, DeJJ will publish A
Planet Called 'rreson by Orson
Scott Card. This is the story of a
pla:net of exile for eighty people
who have tried, and failed to
overthrow their universe.
September marks the publication of Kinsman by Ben Bova,
author of As On A Darkling Plain. .
Kinsman is the story of an
ambitious test pilot -who yearns to
become an astronaut. Realizing
his goal, he ventures out into a
series of bizarre anq threatening·
. circumstances which land him
sometime in the future.

Tonight's Movie: Foul Play

~aJ.endaiFilms-----------2121-Fout Play, SUB Theatre3, 7, 9:30 p.m.
~ 2/22---Battle of Nereteva, Ellensburg Public Library-7 p.m.

2/23-Hearts of the West, Barto
lfounge-8 p.m.
2/24-Cousin, Cousine, Hertz
Hall-7 p.m.
2/26-Silver Streak, SUB Theat: e-3, 7, 9:30 p.m.
2/28-King of Hearts, SUB
Theatre-3, 7, 9:30 p.m.
~ 3/1-Kelly's
Heroes,
Barto
Loung~-8 p.m.

3/2-Bicycle Thief, Hertz Hall7 p.m.
3/6-Fantastic Animation Festival, SUB Theatre-3, 7, 9:30 p.m.
3/7-Thoroughly Modern Millie,
Ellensburg Public Library-6:30
p.m.
3/9-Bread · and Chocolate,
Hertz Hall-7 p.m.
3/13-Is There Sex A1ter
Death?, SUB Theatre-3, 7, 9:30,
midnight.
3/16-Chloe in the Afternoon,
Hertz Hall-7 .p.m.

Art
·- - - - - - -ary-23-29.
-----Margaret Sahlstrand Paper
·works Show-February 11-22.
Dan Rice paintings-February
11-22.
alJob Sen.g thesis show-Febru-

Brian Swanson thesis show~
March 3-7.
Gale McCall thesis show-March
10-21

A .Cult Classic

King

of
Hearts

Spaghetti
O\nner

Everv Sunday
3, 7, & 9:30
•

:

Feh.28
SUB Theatre
$150

)

lhe

TAV

925-3939
l .17W. .41h

an A.S.C. Production
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show art1~-D~~~
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For all the dedication and hard • attempts to create a new r_eality different machines aii'd their

a

. ,. work graduate,_,students-put inta · --~with the use · .of ·abstract totrns, ""' 'fun~tions. I wanf to imply
their thesis work, it isn't often that symbols and lines.
mechanical function aiyl ·then the
their work is displayed ..~
,;a ~~~
.
.
res~- of th~ work ·grays . aroum~
The graduate stqfteii~s ~}rivolv~~ . :-' "1~ry;-to ..di~iei{ate:-.ttte vie-Wer· ~- that," Swansow.·~~i~. ~i '
~~
in studio art do exh!Pit~h~f t,l)~s~j froll\th~te~litfhe ~no~~· :It gives. ·~ /.,.· '
_.; '.l
.;., f.t.
work at Sarah Spurgeorr~ Gallery a person "an out for re1axation,"
Swanson explained why he
upon_completion of their graduate Seng explained.
chose the medium for his graduate
"I deal with sculpture
work.
.
.
work.
Beginning Feb. ~3, there will be ·
Following Seng's 'work, Brian · because it is real. There is no
a series of three thesis shows on Swanson will exhibit his work in gimm1ck to sculpture.
It's
exhibit at the gallery through . sculpture . March 3-7.
three-dimensional without the
March 21.
illusion that somethiQg like paint"The studetits install their own
_' Swanson. explained his method :ing gives. You don't try to make
show," said James Sahrstrand, for selecting which works he'll people see something that's not
·
·
director of the gallery. "They include in his showing, "I want to there."
. selec~t what they 'want_ to include select piece~ that repre.s ent my
' and present it in the way that . attitud~ towards art at the time ·
Sculpture is also preferred by
. satisfies them~"
.'.
l'm "~orking on that particular graduate student Gale McCall who
. "The stud~nts involved in the .. piece. I want my work to show. works in both .drawing and
showing are Bob Seng, Brian ' what .I've learned."
sculpture.
"There is more
Sw~nson, and . Gale M~Call.
potentiaJ for variety in sculpture.
Sahlstrand said the students have
'~I want to please myself and I 'It's far more encompassing in
been preparing ·for this show for want ~to .illicit curiosity and material and size. Drawing is a
one and a half to two years.
communicate with the viewer to nice break from the time I spend
Bob Seng's -drawings and paint- give him a familiarity with the _on sculpture because it's a
ings will start off the show Feb. 23 work," he added.
comparitively fast medium."
and will display until Feb. 29. On
Sw,anson has -taken an interest
Feb. 23, there will be an opening
McCall's showing is scheduled
,
in . m,eehanical fortns and has
. event beginning -~t -8. p~~:
. Seng enjoys the illu~iOns that . de\telop~ lhaf ~n :his s"cu1ptures. from March 10-21. She will exhibit
work in both sculpture and
· painting en~bles' on· a tWo-dimen"f get visual in~piration from ·:drawi~g.
si~n~l · plane. · In his ~o:r-k he
!

'.

._

:;

graduate students of the art
department then judge. If the
work of an artist has been
selected, the artist may send up to
four selections of work of his own
choosing to the exhibit.
Roslyn Arts, a non-profit cor. poration, has been distributing
slides of the exhibit, since 1972.
Sahlstrand cited major universities and museums such as the
Metropolitan Museum of'Art (New York), the Fogg Museum (Har-_
vard), an<j the Kansas City Art
Institute as having slides of past
New Photographies exhibits.
The show is designed to
examine new phQtography encompassed into differ.ent art forms. It
i$. a display of talent and' ideas
{\'om across the nation.
New
Photographies is an exhib"itioifinto ·
tfie future of photography·~
·'"'

CHRISTIAN MUSICIANS-Jerry Goebel and Sheri Nickell will
give a concert Tuesday at Morgan Junior High Sch~l.

Duet to perfo~m . ·

Originally from Pullman, Chris- a brief performance ·during the
tian singer/songwriter Jerry Goe- President's Welcome Night at '
bel swings back through his home McConnell, including her personal
state to team -up for the first time rendition of Dylan's "Forever
with a local singer, Sheri Nickell, Young", "which has become almost
. tQ giv_~ ·. a concert Tuesday at my theme song," she states. Her
Morgan Jr. High auditorium, recording, "Taste' and See"
sponsored by the Center for launched her into a new phase of
Campus Ministry.
·
songwriting ·and performing inGoebel's ministry has taken him eluding an appearance in a Seattle
across the country, performing in bpera House production featuring
such diverse s~ttings as cathedrals Northwest Christian 'Musicians.
and convalescent centers to many She's presently being videotaped
maj.or ,. university campuses, a for future sjnging appearances on
command performance for the ·a new religious program originaKennedys _and for a throng of sO:we ting •.from Yakima. · ";'.
8,0QJ) young people at a CathQlic ·,. Central's dramatist Clayton
Youth Conference.
. . Do]!gherty is on the evening's bill
.Between concerts, (he and ltis in charge, of ·a -.puppetry mini-pro, , ~ ~· ."l •
~:\ ...., ,
~luita¢h~y~ , ~yeraged 80,000 miJes -duetion .·betw.e en-a~.~l. · •
~=i&iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;!
. ;"·=~·;":··=m
·
-durhigt~la"Stthreeyears),hehas '. .Qpenmg. the;evenm~ will be the
iii
. . . pe.enJaying down some demo and J. . t.~lents "of<:Portlatui'si-Dave Firth,
i~'.".'. :..i. ~ . ; . albu~ t~acks, and }_s cµrrenily ,-~also ,acti~!n·- th~ - ~u~c_: ~i~~stry . .
; ·p~:.Sf~r,~ng:. .~. ).'~cent .offer. !fo.nt· a :--i:.: _c~~cert_ ~1~lM~ ~~~ ~-~a~,~~e .- .
· maJor recording company. ·\·•·::f'{· .. ·:~~buntl-t~·llf#~~~~~~~er. fpr""

<,

~~-,,.,~~)! ·~~centrai. ·s~er·~i"-:, . ~ .. ~~~~~~;~\f.~: \

~~

~.

~::

··Eargasm"
Good tini es"

$2699

28th anniversary sale
ALBUMS

8 TRACKS

~· $~.98 NOW

$6 • 49

Roadrunner

CASSETTES

Lowest price in town
List Price

~ady

Mundy's Shoe Store
4th & Pearl

925-9725

......

··-S ports
·Grapplers eye·district-after Ylin
.
Overtime W.. the eue in the enee involved."
Smith weighed into the touniaHeavyweight aiatc:b final u Smith
and Nick Kiniaki of SFU battled to ment at 198 pounct. which is only
a tie after regulation time . bad . eight pounds more than the next
expired. However Kiniaki,
through various stall tactics later
defeated Smith in the O.T., 5-2.
In preliminary matches Smith
·:»Utwrestled his first two opponents with 10-S and 12-6 aeore
victories.- The 12-6 win WU
;recorded against the biggeat
heavyweight in the tournament,
Paul Luce from Grays Harbor C.C.
:Luce weighed 270 poWicls.
But according to Coach Beardsley, "Steve did a real fine job
against the Grays Harbor kid. He
handled him really well when you
consider the large weight differ-

~-

lower weight elaas.
. Central'• wrestlen set their
sights on a trip to ICansu u they
travel this weekend to Salem,
· Oregon to participate in the NAIA
Diltriet I and ll Tournament. The
· top two and pouibly three fiDaliats
· in each weight class will earn a trip
to the NAIA National Tourna·
ment.
· The tournaments final standings
were as follows: ·. CWU 6' 1/z ·
points.~FU· 60, UW 57'/&, WSU
· '51.4, CBC 42, Eastern Washington

23 and Grays Harbor 14 1/1.

Driver'·s Licenses
Steve Adams
Arlene Belzer
Roberta Hale

Brian Carey's address hook
Exceptional Teaching hook
Star Trek II novel

Meal Card
Bambi or Paul Daley's checks
3 pair of eyeglasses

Linda Davis

......

. c 5 c.-

r~w;n.- 1•

-

with ..

'•1 ..,.,, wiia

but at that point the . Cata

FridaJ nlPt. nu. - - tlaree rebountled ud wnt on to win
01• after ·that laeart-bnaldn1 ...S,. The Wlldeats went the

oventme .._ to UPS.

·. final eight mhsutea of the pme ·
Tlte Paleolis .. . . . . hat one wftlaou& - - - .• field a-l bat
..... iD the fin& he·. . . . ., MOier
10Of10 lne throws in
· that 'stretett· to keep the Cau on
pla7, aa tlaeJ . IJD Walnd
. .
'
Yilitlag WiWeau 4'-22 bf llalf· top.
time.. A aligbt
bf tile · Milter lefl: a balaace4 atua for
Cata in tlte ...... half •Wed Centnll with 18. ~ge pmnped
.uioracta -... but a......... · in lS. DJ and Tony . GileS had &dozen eaeta. while Taylor eonttjwu • ia tlae picture,
.
SPU aat a oace-c:om~ndmg buted 10.
~point \YDdat ..... dowato . ~l.

let...,_.

t•

au

pretty easy to take advantage of program. ltegistration can be the scenery is great.
·with the St~wart range can all be ..
what's offered.
·
made while boarding_the bus, but
.Those interested- in a try at seen.
.
·•·E very ·year . re~reation enthuHere on campus, _Glenn Heisler Heisler recommends that students snowshoeing, Outdoor Programs
All transportation and equip- ·~iasts from-...across- the country of . Outdoor ~Progr'ams has or· sign up .early because they have offers a workshop Febfuary 21.
merit is provided for any activities
!ome to the "ireaf'Northwest."- ·--g~nized som~ -activities ior :stu-. -.been getting close to tl]e MJ!lit each The forest servi~e also conducts sponsored by the Outdoor ProMostly because~ of thi · various dents.~r Because <>f .·i ts popularity time. The group ineets outside~tile- ·-·the two1iom workshop at Blewett grams. Outdoor recreation is one
outdoor recreational activities last year, the Alpental ski bus is SUB doors · nearest the Tent 'n Pass. ·
·
- · -, ·
-_ way-·otgetting~ away from camp_us. .
av~ilable: Included on th~tlist are back. .- The , bus leaves every Tube at 4:45 Wednesday · afterA good ar~a around Central to for ·the day.
With univer~ity
skiing, snow-shoeing and cross Wednesday at 5 p.m. for Alpental · noons.
showshoe is Lion's rock in sponsored activities it's a chance
up on S11oqualmie pass. It eost $5
Coming up .March 1, is the Joe · Wenatchee National Forest. ', to try something new without
country skijng.
So while many wish for ' summer per trip 'with a discount lift ticket Watt Canyon sledding party.
Heisler was up there last mQnth involving a lot of cost. For more
and tans, there are hundreds · for $6. A savings of two dollars.
There's room for 30, with Tent 'n and found the snow well packed information on any of these
envying the cold and snow. Since There"s room ·for 45, with 21 Tube providing inner tubes. It and the view terrific. Mt. Rainier., activities call 963-3512.
Ellensburg is centrally located, it's .signed up for the ·eight-week lasts all day, so bring a lunch to l\ITr. Adams, Mt. St. Helen along
have around the fire.
On March 9 is the Yakima River
winter float. Depending upon the
interest and the weather, there
are three options available. One of
Women's athletics at Central
The athletic department decided ,
two short afternoon floats, or if it's are headed in a "new direction."
upon the distrubution of the
· sunny, an all day float. A fun way_
According to athletic director financial aid budget according to
to spend .a Sunday afternoon.
Betty Hileman, for the first time, the size of the sport's traveling
The last outing still open is the women's athletic programs will be team:
Lake Chelan Excursion. It's an all able to give some financial aid.
Sport
Percentage of budget
day event March 15. Transporta24
In order to be in compliance track & field
14.5
. tion up to Chelan is provided and with Title Nine·the same percent- field hockey
14.5
then it's a barge ride to Stehekir. age of funding must be given to swimming
14
lodge. It's mostly a sightseeing the women's programs as the basketball
14
trip and Heisler said, "The lodge men's. For example, if a m~n·s volleyball
9
has great apple pie." Last year the team has 100 athletes and a tennis
cross
country
5
women's
team
in
the
same
sport
group saw mountain goats, deer
has 30 athletes, the women's team The remaining 5 percent will go to
and cougar roaming around.
Heisler definitely recommends must receive 30 percent of the Dr. Hileman for special or extra
needs.
bringing a camera along . because amount of funding the men's team
receives.
by Nuey .J ....._
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Who Cares?

NEW LUSTRIUM
COLLEGE RINGS.
A FINE JEWELERS' ALLOY
AT A PRICE FAR LESS _

Some people do.

THAN GOLD.

ONLY

.$68.95.

If you are one who cares, gather with: others who also care
at

The Center .for Campus
Mini~try.
.

10th & Alder on

QN.SPECIAL PROMOTION DAYS

Wednesdays, Feb. 27, Mar~h 5, 12, & 19 at 5:30-PM fol" -

Date·: TODAY

frugal meals,excellent films on Hunger 1Awarene8s, and

Time: 9

~Dl

to 3 pm ..

Place: SUB .

JOSllll'5

ways to do something about hunger.

Pre-registration a must by Feb. 26
925-3196 ~·
Rev. Barbara Graves & Rosemary Harrell, Co-Leaders -

~ ~.
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There will be a Marketing Club to~riday, 'Feb. 29-0regon Caves
meeting tonight, in the SUB,
G
o·
:->oom 204 at, 7 p.m. All maJ'ors- Resort, rants Pass, regon.
•'F 'd
F b 29 C
L k

IB®c{O:w~Il®
r •••,..
Peugeot'•
e-cvllH·Reo•"•·S••n-s.... -«

ti...0o1tc1 llotoM1v's •

307 N ...,..," • 92!,.3326 ~
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SPRINGQV:ARJ'ER . .... · · :Po~T.ItY.9Q~TEST9FfERS
. Nationa1 ···Park, Crater Lake,
G:Rtt:DUATION . . . 1
~··. - SlOOOPRIZE
... ~
OregRn· _
-" .,, ·
. ·~
.·· :~
Tuesday; ~ar.ch 4-P,amp Fire
Applicati6.n s ; a;e' n'~w being
A $ioob ~ gr·~nd . p;ize -will . be of . Taeoma,- Wa~hington.
accepted from ,those_ planning
awarded i~ the Poetry Competi- . ·Thursday, March 6-Hidden·
graduate at .the . end of ·spring tion sponsored by . too World of Valley Oamp, Granite Falls,
quart er, 19~0~ .• ·
, . ·:•. Poetry, a quarterly newsletter• for -. Washington:
·
The deadline to apply is ~P.riJ poets. !-~ . • . : ,. · . ..
"'..
11, 1980. Early retqrn is ess~.r;itial
Poems Qf all styles and on any
INTERN/00..0PNEWS ·
for those wishing-to :~onfirm their subject are eligible' to compete for
eligibility before the end of winter ..tbe grand . p:r,iz~ ..or for 49 other
The Environmental Intern Proquarter.
Applications may be cash oi:· mer.chandise a"Vards, _ . gram/Pacific Northwest is taking
picked up from and returned to
Says contest director, Joseph applications for spring/summer
window #2, Registrar's Office, Mellon, "We:.are encouraging•: proje~t listings for 1980. These
Mitchell Hall. ,.; ·::·..
::• . -_'· P?etic tale.pt Qf . ev~ryJcind, . ~nd ..:>". a~~ f~r gradu3',e .and ·undef~adEDUCA-l'ION MAJORS -•
expect pur contest I" t6·. prodti,ce .ua~ students seeking pr.ofessional
JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP . ' . exciting'.' dis'cove~ies."~1- '
- ·' •' paid exp~rience in. theiT fietdsr·:.of
Rules and official entry forms study. There are positions open
The following Job Search are available from World of Poetry for students majoring in biology,
Workshop wiM be presented in 2431 Stockton Blvd., Dept. N, journalism, hist'oric preservation,
public health, public administraMarch for Education candidates. · Sacramento, California 95817. .
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
tion, chemistry, economics, reThe workshop will be held in
OPPORTUNITIES
source management, ecology, etc.
Shaw-Smyser, Rooin 114.
Please contact the Co-op/Intern
Tuesday, March 4, 4-5 p.m. Job
Search Methods, The Hidden Job
Atta~hed is · information on Office, 963-2404, Barge 307 prior to
Market and Self-Assessment.
several organizations which will be Feb. 25. Applications are due
Wednesday, March 5, 4-5 p.m.
on campus to interview studeJ;Its March 3.
• Job Search Communication:
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
for sumnier jobs. Students are
letters, resume, telephon~ con· requested to come to the Student
The following firms will have
Employment Office as soon as
tacts.
Thursday, March 6, 4-5 p.m.
possible to pick up application representatives at the Career
· Interviewing.
forms and sign up for an interview, Planning & Placement Center to
located in Barge Hall, Room 205. interview interested candidates.
DISCUSSION GROUP
The organizations and dates of Sign-up schedules are posted one
week, to the day, before the
each are outlined below:
Made in God's Image: Women
Friday, Fe.b. 22-Four Winds- arrival of the interviewers on
too?-Barbara Graves. Meets Westward Ho Resort, Orcas campus.
Feb. 24,' 7-8:30 at the Center for Island, San Juan Islands.
Feb. 26-Burroughs Corp., SacWomen's Studies, Kennedy 157.
ramento, California. Business
' Thursday, Feb. 28-C.Y.O.
For further information call, (Catholic Youth Organization), adm.-marketing. Business ma963-2127 or 925-4415.
Seattle, Washington.
·
Thursday, Feb. 28-Camp Eas,.Ellen)burg·~ Bicycl~ Shop
-,
MARKETING CLUB
ter Seal, Vaughn Bay, Washing-

welcome.

Pag!f

i
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~
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:chines division'--Tacoma. -.. ··
·: awards fo fate ·' appliea:nts ·_'\\rill "';
Feb. 29-Thom McAn· .Shoes, .:·;depend csolely1 ''on av~ilability of ~·~ .
Auburn, Washington. . Business funds after · awards ' have been ..
adm.-fashion merchandising. · made to'-· "on time'" ~pplic'ants.; ".A _.
Management trainee program- Undergi'~duaie ~tµdents are, alsO.; .
. · Washington, Oregon, California. .. 'required to .. ~pply for ]~~$ic
' Feb. 29-Whitn~y-Fidalgcf Sea~ '.~Educ~tional · Opp.ort.~~.ity ,qra9ts .• , .. :..:~.
foods; Inc., Seattle, Was'hington..
· . EXIT INTERVIEW .. . .. t ·:··
- Accounting majors-sophomore- 1'
INFORMAl-ION .' ... ,
junior status for' stimmer·
work'
in
·
·
.
·.
·
. ., · ~ : ,.' .· '
I .
"
.
,
.. , •
~laska~
<...
· , .·.~ '. · If this js your)~st r quarter at . ~ ·
Centr~l "'and ryou ' have received a
1980-81 FINANCIAL AQl
National Direcj; Stu~nt Loan, ~w _
..,....
_ APPL.ICATIO~S ~. ~ . , m~s.t. ma._ke_ a~ 1~p~oi~ept f~r ap ·>:'
J:
,', . · .., .. ··' .
. · \ · ~x1t.mtet:v1ew. CaU tjle-Off1(Ze of ··~~\~Applieations'.for fiitfncial aiddpt '.Students Accountsi961r-3546, or go .. .~
1980-81 are available in the Office to the second floor of Mitchell Hall.
of Financial Counseling and
NEW GAMES WORSHOP
Financial Aid, Barge Hall, Roo.m
209. Students who are. applying . There will be a New Games
Jor financial aid at Central for workshop· on Feb. 23 in the SUB
1980-81 must complete the confi- Ballroom between 12:30 and 3:00
dential statement and the Central p.m., sponsored by the Ski Club.
application· form. Deadline date All those interested in learning
for submission is MARCH 1. Late how to teach New Game's is
applications will be accepted, but welcome to attend. No charge .

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND .PARTS

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Ma-in

925-5539
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Spend A Very Special
Evening With A
Legendary
Blues Performer
·Monday Night ~··,
.F ehruary 25

I
ADVANCE TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:
THE RANCH
BE~IS SOUND IN -YAKIMA.
ACE BOOKS. & RECORDS . .
. . :.
MUSIC NUT
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Dear Editor:

F ans: no help to hoopsters

, extremely so, inside. Was I in the
wrong place? No. Wait. Out came
Gee, I must have be.en in the the two teams. Ah, yes, the
wrong place. I thought I went to familiar Central gladiators. I now
Nicholson Pavilion. .It looked like was confident I was in the right
the right building-funny looking place. Central basketball players,
structure with cars everywhere.
their opponent, two officials, and
So, I went inside expecting to see a all the other indicators of a
tremendous basketball game be- basketball game at Nicholson.
tween two highly regarded teams. Well, all but one indication. Home
Now, I must be honest, I didn't court fans.
arrive until half time due to prior
There were a lot of people, but
committments. It was quiet, for all the enthusiasm they
showed, I was ~ondering for
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • several minutes if they might be
cardboard cutouts. Yes, that w~s
·it. The idea must have been to fill
:the stands to scare the other team.
Then they moved! It took the
usual catalyst-the poetic beauty
,of a -Ray Orange Slam Dunk. The

..

Pavilion was alive-then quickly us-THE- FANS.
nation! You saw UPS, the 12th'
back to silence. Occasionally, I
It's easy to explain. ·It's called best NCAA-Division II team in the
detected noise. It seemed to oecur "home court advantage." It nation! And you sat there. We let
after the refs blew their whistles.
consists of a familiar feeling for the UPS win by not supporting our
It was always shortlived.
baskets, the floor, and the lighting. team.
'
Admittedly, with six seconds left, Home court advantage usually
How many people reacted to the
the crowd was feverish. It lasted includes the fervent support of the fight song? A few clapped.
the final six seconds. Finally with home fans.
Fans who start Whoopee!
,
but two seconds left in overtime, cheering before their team gets on
Can you blame the band? No.
the fans were wild. Too late!
the floor, and continue to the end.
They do a tremendous job. If they
Great game, but we lost.
Home fans clap, stomp, cheer, yell, keep playing that "rally'~ music,
Everyone then put on their support, and rally their team.
some day fans might join them.
coats, bats, etc., and walked out
Ha! Hal Hal The fans I
Can you blame the cheerwith "post game evaluations".
-observed could only seem to react leaders? No. They have courage
Some blamed the refs. Some said, after something occurred. Like to be so few and stand before you
"We lost when Ray fouled out."
Pavlov's dogs, we needed a whistle knowing you don't even care.
Others -faulted the missed shots, to blow in order for us to react.
It's too late for what has passed,
the poor shots, and some gave
Home court advantage occurs but the future could be our
credit to UPS.
because fans can create three redemption. Central bas home
Well, here is my opinion.
possible situations. One, it fires up . court advantage for each play-off
Central lost that game because of the home team's adrenalin. Two, game they are in. If they win them
it lets the opposition know they all, it's on to Kansas City. It's my
are not necessarily among friends opinion, unless we get behind our
(intimidation)! Three,.it influences team, some weaker team will
(perhaps unconsciously) the re- sneak into Nicholson Pavilion,
feree's calls.
laugh at the fans, and proceed to
Now, listen, I'm not advocating upset the Cats. It's also my:
Excellent sandwiches,
Entertainment
pizzas & ;.Mexican food_.. · destructive behavior, violence, opinion if we, the fans, get pumped
up, and give our noble warriors a
rowdiness, or actions of stupidity.
I'm suggesting if we recognize -the gymnasium full of adrenalin, NO
Fri. 7 p.m. . Folk · Night
Central athletes for the talent ONE will stop the Cats front
....... -- ....
which they express on the floor, Kansas City.
-~
they would rettirn this support by
Support the defense, support
the offense, but for heaven's sake
playing ever harder.
guitar & vocals ·
They must know how dull we support your team. Stop being
are. They must wonder if we even · complacent. Get fired up fans
give a damn about them and the before we mess it ·up again. We
talent they possess.
should leave the Pavilion after the
Do you know who you watched games with a feeling we yelled, we
Tuesday night? You saw Central, .clapped, we cheered, we put our
the 14th best NAIA school in the hearts into the game. When we
walk out, we want to say to each
other, "Damn, those Cats can play
basketball!"
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DeBvery Charge but gas has gone
from .80 cents to SI .20 since our
last raise].
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